Program - Overview

**Su 18.03.2007**: 18:30 – 20:00 Welcome reception
Venue: Rathaus (city hall)
Reception by the mayor, buffet.

20:00 – open
The welcome reception will be followed by a special guided tour through the city ("ghost walk") with tales from the old town of Graz.

**Mo 19.03.2007**: 08:30 – 09:00 Registration open
09:00 – 09:15 Opening
09:15 – 10:00 Invited talk
10:30 – 17:45 Sessions 1 – 4
18:00 – 18:45 Open Problem Session
18:45 – 19:30 Business Meeting

**Tu 20.03.2007**: 09:00 – 09:45 Invited talk
10:00 – 18:00 Sessions 5 – 8
19:00 – 23:30 Conference dinner

**We 21.03.2007**: 09:00 – 12:30 Sessions 9 and 10
14:00 – 14:45 Invited talk
15:15 – 16:45 Session 11

Welcome Reception:
To go to the Welcome Reception you can take tram 6 towards “Hauptbahnhof” and leave at station “Hauptplatz-Congress” marked with S in the small map to the left. Towards south, past the fountain (F) is the entrance (E) to the “Rathaus” (city hall). Enter and go through the door to your right. The Welcome Reception takes place on the 2nd floor (that means that you have to go up 2 floors).

Important Addresses

**Hotel Johannes**
Münzgrabenstrasse 48 (Haupthaus)
Münzgrabenstrasse 87a (Landhaus)
8010 Graz, Austria

**Mercure Graz Messe**
Waltendorfer Gärten 8-10
8010 Graz, Austria

**Conference location**
Lecture room i7
Infeldgasse 25 d
8010 Graz, Austria

**Welcome Reception**
Gemeinderatssitzungssaal
Hauptplatz 1
8011 Graz-Rathaus, Austria
(take tram 6 towards “Hauptbahnhof” and leave at station “Hauptplatz - Congress”)

Emergency calls: „Euro-Notruf“: 112 Police: 133 Ambulance: 144
In case you need urgent help you can call us at +43 688 8216810